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WHY SLB?
COMPETENT UNDERWRITERS
FAST TURNAROUND
ADMITTED & NON ADMITTED
COMPETITIVE COMMISSION
NO VOLUME REQUIREMENTS
PHONE QUOTES AVAILABLE

THE SLB DIFFERENCE
“Our access to both admitted
and non admitted markets
allows us to provide your
agency with competitive
quotes for thousands of
classes. We understand the
Florida marketplace and do
our best to put you on the
same playing field as the na-
tional retailers.”

GENERAL LIABILITY—Slb is able to provide General Liability on over 1,500 classes of business using multiple Admitted and Non-Admitted facilities.

PROPERTY—In House Binding & Brokerage Markets available. Wind and Wind Excluded policies available.

PACKAGE—When requested, we can package property and casualty risks. BOP’s are available in selected geographic areas.

UMBRELLA / EXCESS—We can provide excess or umbrella coverage on most available classes of business with limits to $25,000,000

WORKERS COMP—Multiple markets available supporting multi-state risks. Dividend Plans available on most classes.

INLAND MARINE—We have markets available for most inland marine business including equipment, builders risk, or cargo.

INSURANCE AGENTS E&O—Multiple carriers to support your small to large agency needs. 24 Hour Turnaround and broad policy form.

TECHNOLOGY—Broad Technology form with Business Income, IP, and Social Media coverages. Small to Large Accounts welcome.

LAWYERS—Admitted and Non-Admitted Products available for solo practice to large firms. Distressed or tough to place accounts considered.

REAL ESTATE—Broad form for Title Agents, Real Estate Agents, and Home Inspectors available.

ALLIED HEALTH—Over 100 Allied Health Classes available with combined GL / PL policies available on most classes.

MISCELLANEOUS—Over 300 Classes available. Distressed or newly formed entities welcome.

EPLI—Instant Turnaround and multiple A+ rated options for your EPLI needs. Distressed and tough to place EPLI is welcome.

COMMERCIAL AUTO—1 Unit to Large Fleets considered with multiple A+ Rated Carriers.

TRUCKING—Owner Operators to Small Fleets welcome. Distressed accounts are our specialty.

PUBLIC AUTO—Single operators to fleets will be considered. *Eligibility is currently limited to Louisiana

PHYSICAL DAMAGE—Competitive program and quick turnaround with an AM Best A Rated market.

MOTOR TRUCK CARGO—Competitive program and quick turnaround with an AM Best A Rated market.

ANCILLARY PRODUCTS—We can also consider non-trucking, contingent auto & cargo, plus all types of environmental, oil, or gas risks.